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Alpha Omega Translations 

Patent and Intellectual Property 
Document Translations
in 220 languages

We are experts in translating patents in all scientific 
domains in all major languages. 

We have been providing patent translations to top patent 
law firms and IP search companies, including the U.S. 
Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO)  for over 20 years. 

We specialize in medical, mechanical, chemical, electronic, 
and information technology patents, just to name a few.

Our translation services are a great fit with what companies 
are working on, whether they want to bring the award-
winning and life-saving standard operating protocols from 
their clients to facilities in Africa, India, China, and/or 
other global locations or to file patents in domestic and 
foreign global markets. 

What 25 years of patent translation experience means 
to you

We have been translating scientific material in over 220 
foreign languages for over two decades to our clients:

✔  Law firms specialized in patents pertaining to 
medicine, engineering, IT, electronics, biotechnology, 
or other domains; top US and international law firms; 
Corporate legal departments of Fortune 500 companies.

✔  International legal authorities in foreign countries
✔  Government agencies including the US Department 

of State, Department of Justice and Department of 
Homeland Security

✔  Medical research centers 
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Alpha Omega Translations 
Experts in Multilingual Services

✔  Software developers needing patent translation
✔  Manufacturing corporations looking to file patents 

in the global market
✔  Organizations who need to secure their intellectual 

property investment with the best in international 
patent translation services 

✔  U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO).

Our work covers:

•	Legal	
•	 International	litigation
•	Dispute	resolution
•	Intellectual	property
•	Patents
•	Contractual	matters
•	Anti-trust	matters
•	Competition	law	matters
•	Mergers	and	acquisitions
•	 International	arbitration
•	Criminal	investigations
•	 International	litigation

The extend of our patent translation experience speaks 
for itself. A few examples of recent and rewarding 
projects include:

Translation of hundreds of thousands of words of French 
language patents related to research on vaccine a law firm. 

Translation of a 20,000 word Chinese chemical patent for 
the USPTO in one week.

Translation of Japanese patents into English, over 
35,000 words in one week, for a patent law firm. 

Translation of a 325-page chemical patent application 
from English into Spanish, French and Arabic for 
a patent attorney.

Translation of 90,000 words of French patents and 
related documentation in ten days for an opposition 
filing for a major IP law firm.

About us

Established in 1998, Alpha Omega Translations is a 
leading language services provider. Our clientele of more 
than 500 government and private sector organizations 
turn to us for translation, interpreting, Desktop 
Publishing (DTP), and website localization services in 
more than 220 languages. Our customers turn to us 
because of our proven commitment to providing high-
quality,	cost-effective	translations	on-time,	every	time!


